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Abstract
In this paper, we argue that the notion of a clinically-situated empathy (e.g. physi-
cian empathy), is potentially problematic as it perpetuates an emotion-deficient ver-
sion of empathy within medicine and medicine education research. Utilizing classic 
and contemporary empathy theory from various social science disciplines, we dis-
cuss how empathy in the general sense differs conceptually from clinically-situated 
empathy—paying particular attention to the role of emotional contagion. To high-
light this contrast, we draw upon Hojat et al.’s model of physician empathy and how 
this body of work reflects broader medical-cultural norms that problematize the role 
and impact of emotions within the clinical encounter. Alternatively, we present a 
more encompassing model of empathy drawing upon the fields of social-psychology 
and social-neuroscience in order to bring the notion of “feeling with” and emotional 
contagion more specifically, into medical education, medical education research, 
and medicine more generally.
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Introduction

From the early teachings of Osler (1906) featured in “Aequanimitas”, to Blumgart’s 
(1964) “neutral empathy”, to Lief and Fox’s (1963) notion of “detached concern”, 
the culture and practice of medicine has consistently promoted and promulgated 
the essentiality for physicians (and medical students) to maintain an emotionally 
detached and physiologically refrained position within the clinical encounter—hold-
ing both the patients’ and their own emotions at arms-length so as not to share, and 
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in turn be encumbered by, affective states that would undoubtedly cloud objectivity 
and clinical reasoning.

Within more contemporary empathy-related research, Hojat et al.’s (2009) con-
ceptualization and operationalization of “physician empathy” has gained promi-
nence and popularity (Sulzer et al. 2016). Relatively devoid of emotional aspects of 
the empathy experience (specifically emotional contagion), and with explicit focus 
on cognitive and behavioral skills, this version of a clinically-situated empathy has 
become entrenched within medicine and medical education research. However, this 
version of empathy does not align with broader understandings of the empathy con-
cept from fields such as social-psychology and social-neuroscience. And although 
this lack of alignment has been hinted in previous literature (Sulzer et  al. 2016; 
Preusche and Lamm 2016; Finset and Ømes 2017), it has yet to be fully dissected. 
Furthermore, there has been minimal attention to the potential deleterious effect(s) 
of the dominance of and reliance on a cognitive- and behavioral-specific version of 
empathy within medicine and medical education research.

In this paper, utilizing classic and contemporary empathy theory and highlight-
ing related social theoretical frameworks, we challenge the concept of physician 
empathy as well as the broader notion of a clinically-situated version of empathy, 
and argue that the apparent embeddedness of a cognitive-specific, emotion-deficient 
concept of empathy within medicine and medical education, specifically in the arena 
of research and scholarship, may have significant negative impacts on students’ and 
professionals’ socioemotional well-being and humanism. Through the examination 
of overarching themes and roles of emotions and emotionality within medicine, we 
show how the rise of an emotion-deficient empathy is reflective of a (misguided yet) 
persistent focus on clinical knowledge, detachment, and the rationality of science 
(Michalec 2012; Shapiro 2011; Underman and Hirshfield 2016). We conclude by 
discussing the potential educational and professionalization benefits of accepting the 
emotional components of the empathy experience (specifically emotional contagion) 
in tandem with the cognitive. In this context, we suggest instituting a broader con-
ceptualization and understanding of empathy within medical education and practice 
that includes key socio-emotional and cognitive aspects in order to possibly unlock 
innate human capacities and skills that may have been suppressed by overarching 
cultural norms and practices.

Classic and contemporary empathy theory

Empathy, in the general vernacular, is an emotional and cognitive experience of 
another’s emotional state. Historically, the term comes the German word Einfüh-
lung, the notion of feeling in(to), to project oneself into an object that they observe 
(Wispè, 1987; Jahoda 2005, Davis 1994; Lanzioni 2018). Theodor Lipps, a German 
philosopher, introduced Einfühlung to the field of psychological in the early 1900s, 
where it quickly was met with debate and cross-conceptualization (namely with 
sympathy—a more prominent term at that time). Lipps is credited with employ-
ing the term not just in regards to aesthetics (art, objects, etc.) which is where the 
term originated, but with how people interact as well. In fact, Lipps argued that 
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Einfühlung was instinctual and that this feeling into was automatically triggered 
by observing other’s emotional expressions (Montag and Heinz 2008). Although a 
number of early twentieth century scholars wrestled with various tenets of Einfüh-
lung, it was Edward Tichener, an American psychologist, who teased the concept 
from sympathy and translated Einfühlung to “empathy” as the process of reading or 
feeling ourselves into objects (Jahoda 2005).

Since Tichener’s work, the term has continued to evolve through scholarly dis-
cussion and exploration in the fields of psychology, sociology, neuroscience, and 
philosophy (and sub-fields therein) (Lanzoni 2018; Ruiz-Junco 2017; McCaffree 
2020). Slight differences notwithstanding, there is consensus among prominent 
empathy theories that empathy is a social experience in that it is other-oriented and 
stems from the recognition of another individuals’ emotional state (Batson et  al. 
2005; Eisenberg et al. 1994; Davis 1994; Dovidio et al. 1990). The observer evalu-
ates particular cues from the expression of emotion (verbal and/or nonverbal) and, 
through shared meanings with their interaction partner, recognizes that the other 
is experiencing a particular emotional state (Eisenberg et  al. 2006). Such recog-
nition, automatically triggers a similar physio-emotional response in the observer 
(i.e. emotional contagion), and, in turn, directly stimulates the cognitive and affec-
tive processes and mechanisms nested within the experience of empathy related 
to perspective taking, self- and other-awareness, imagining, emotional regulation, 
affective reactivity, mental flexibility, empathic concern, among others. (Hoffman 
1981; Hoffman 2000; Roberts and Strayer 1996; Decety and Jackson 2004; de Waal 
2009). Whether empathy is primarily emotional or cognitive, or an additive feature 
of both, is still an active debate. Regardless, there is common agreement among 
social-psychological and social-neuroscience scholars that there are both cognitive 
and affective processes at play in the empathy experience (Eisenberg and Strayer 
1987; Wispé 1991 Decety and Jackson 2004; Davis 1994; Hoffman 2000; Roberts 
and Strayer 1996; Eisenberg et  al. 1994; Ickes 2003; Preston and de Waal 2002; 
Feshbach and Feshbach 2009).

Notably, within this broader conceptual discussion, there is a continued effort to 
disentangle empathy and sympathy. Among (fairly) contemporary scholars, there 
appears to be consensus that sympathy does not involve feeling the same or similar 
feeling as another person—a key element of the empathy experience. Rather, sym-
pathy is a heightened sensibility to the other person’s negative emotional state and 
an accompanying motivation (i.e. empathic concern, sorrow) to alleviate that nega-
tive state through help, comfort, or support (Wispé 1991; Eisenberg 2006; Decety 
and Moriguchi 2007; Preusche and Lamm 2016). Within this framework, we pro-
mote the commonly accepted differentiation: whereas empathy involves a “feeling 
with”, sympathy involves a “feeling for”.

The role of emotional contagion

The social dynamic of feeling with is paramount to the empathy experience, and 
within this interpersonal phenomena there is an unfolding cascade of initial 
implicit understanding, mimicry, and affective shared experience that broadly can 
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be understood as emotional contagion. Put simply, the term “emotional contagion” 
captures the idea that emotions are contagious, that you can involuntarily catch them 
from others (like a cold), and is innate and fundamental to the empathy experience 
(Hatfield et al. 1994; Smither 1977; Decety and Jackson 2004; Trevarthen and Ait-
ken 2001; Preusche and Lamm 2016; Singer and Lamm 2009; Preston and de Waal 
2002; de Waal 2008).

Hatfield et  al. (1993) developed a social theory of emotional contagion and 
defined phenomenon as “..the tendency to automatically mimic and synchronize 
expressions, vocalizations, postures, and movement with those of another person’s 
and, consequently, to converge emotionally.” Over time, emotional contagion has 
taken on significant conceptual breath (Prochazkova and Kret 2017; Preston and 
de Waal 2002; Gonzalez-Liencres et al. 2014; Meyza and Knapska 2018). Moreo-
ver, empathy scholars from various fields have argued that not only is emotional 
contagion innate and involuntary, but that the shared experience has evolutionary 
resiliency as it fosters interpersonal connections, social cohesiveness, solidarity, and 
expedites communication and therefore sustains and advances dyads, groups, and 
even species (Trevarthen 1979; Eisenberg and Strayer 1987; Hatfield et  al. 1993; 
Hoffman 2000; Decety and Jackson 2004; de Vignemont and Singer 2006).

A descriptive example of how emotional contagion is nested within the experi-
ence of empathy is most clearly presented by de Waal’s Russian Doll Model (2008; 
Preston and de Waal 2002; de Waal and Preston 2017). As shown in Fig.  1, the 
Russian Doll Model of empathy argues that at the core of the empathy experience 
are simple hard-wired mechanisms such as emotional contagion, whereas the more 
complex, higher cognitive level functioning and abilities (i.e. empathic concern, per-
spective taking, self-other awareness) are at its outer layers (de Waal 2012; de Waal 
and Preston 2017). For de Waal, there is no value in separating the cognitive aspects 
of empathy from the emotional aspects of empathy, doing so only loses sight of the 
integrated whole experience of empathy. Moreover, de Waal’s approach highlights 
emotional contagion as an innate, core element of the empathy experience (de Waal 
2008, 2012).

Having provided a general description of the primary tenets of the empathy expe-
rience from the social-psychological and social-neuroscience perspectives, showcas-
ing the role of emotional contagion, we now briefly outline how the term is primar-
ily conceptualized and operationalized within contemporary medicine and medical 
education research and commentary.

Enter “physician empathy”

As noted above, prominent models exploring and explaining effective and efficient 
degrees of interpersonal connectivity between doctors and patients in the clinical 
encounter advocate for detachment and emotional distance (Halpern 2001). In the 
early 2000s, there was an eruption of empathy research and commentaries in medical 
and medical education journals (Pedersen 2009; Decety and Fotopoulou 2015), with 
a continued embrace by medicine and medical education of an emotional-deficient 
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version of empathy specific to the clinical encounter, and that is posed as general 
empathy.

During this time, and as a prominent example of this eruption, Hojat et al. (2001, 
2002a, 2002b, 2003) formulate a conceptualization of empathy that is specific to 
interactions the clinical realm (i.e. doctor and patient)—a “physician empathy” and 
that focuses almost exclusively on the cognitive components of empathy. Although 
Hojat et al.’s conceptualization is presented in research prior to 2009, we offer what 
we believe to the most descriptive definition physician empathy from their landmark 

Perspective-
taking and 
targeted helping

Empathic 
concern and 
consolation 

Perception–action 
mechanism 

Motor mimicry 
and emotional 
contagion 

Fig. 1  The Russian-doll model of the evolution of empathy. Various components of the empathic 
response, which have been added layer upon layer during evolution, remain functionally integrated. At 
its core is the perception–action mechanism, which induces a similar emotional state in the observer as 
in the target. Its most basic expressions are motor mimicry and emotional contagion. The doll’s outer 
layers, such as empathic concern and perspective-taking, build upon this core socio-affective basis while 
increasingly requiring emotion regulation, self–other distinction and cognition. Even though the doll’s 
outer layers depend on prefrontal functioning, they remain fundamentally linked to the core perception–
action mechanism. Adapted with permission from: de Waal (2003)
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study on medical students’ loss of empathy, “The Devil is in the Third Year” (Hojat 
et al. 2009):

“..we define empathy in the context of medical education and patient care 
as a predominantly cognitive (as opposed to affective or emotional) attribute 
that involves an understanding (as opposed to feeling) of patients’ experi-
ences, concerns, and perspectives combined with the capability to commu-
nicate this understanding. An intention to help by preventing and alleviat-
ing pain and suffering is an additional feature of empathy in the context of 
patient care” (Italics added by original authors) (p. 1183)

In their conceptualization of physician empathy, Hojat et  al. unmistakably 
highlight the cognitive components of empathy—even placing the emotional 
components in opposition to the cognitive. Moreover, there is an accompany-
ing emphasis on a behavioral component to the empathy experience. Physician-
specific empathy, according to Hojat (2007), is an intellectual attribute rooted in 
understanding and reasoning that is explicitly distinguished from emotion sharing 
and self-other emotion processing. In fact, Hojat et  al. (2001) appears to corral 
the emotional aspects of empathy into the completely separate concept of sympa-
thy while advancing a long-standing cultural belief within medicine that any form 
of emotion sharing can significantly interfere with clinical objectivity in diagno-
sis and treatment.

“In a medical context, empathy can be viewed as an uncritical understand-
ing of a patient’s inner feelings and experiences as a separate individual, as 
opposed to ‘feeling with’ the patient, which characterizes sympathy. Therefore, 
it is important to note that empathy, as opposed to sympathy, is defined mostly 
a cognitive rather than affective mental process.” (p. 352)

Through their work, Hojat and colleagues sought to establish a clear, consistent 
definition of what to study regarding empathy in professional medicine and medi-
cal education realms. Moreover, by providing an accompanying tool to assess, the 
Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy (JSPE) (Hojat et  al. 2001), the team galva-
nized scholars in the arena of how to study this particular form of empathy. Because 
the assessment tool stems from their conceptualization of physician empathy, the 
operationalization of the term is also primarily focused on cognitive and behavioral 
components (Hojat et al. 2001; Hojat 2007). Moreover, although Hojat et al.’s initial 
work stressed “physician empathy”—this scale’s title was later condensed to simply 
the Jefferson Scale of Empathy (Hojat et al. 2018). This shift in the title of the tool 
(i.e. the dropping of term “physician”) appears to coincide with efforts to expand the 
tool’s intended audience to include a broader range of health profession students and 
professionals. This change in title notwithstanding, Hojat et  al. continue to main-
tain the exact same conceptualization of a clinically-situated empathy as referenced 
above (Hojat et  al. 2020) as they consistently argue that this conceptualization is 
specific to empathy in the clinical context—“…to capture the essence of empathy 
in the context of health professions education and patient care” (Hojat et al. 2018, 
p. 901). Within this current paper, we argue that this clinically-situated version of 
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empathy is not conceptually or operationally synonymous with the general empa-
thy concept. Finally, for the sake of clarity and to maintain distinction between the 
clinically-situated empathy concept and the general empathy concept, we will refer 
to Hojat et al.’s version of empathy within this paper as “physician empathy” and 
refer to their particular scale as the “JSPE.”

There have been sporadic reminders from empathy scholars that Hojat et  al.’s 
physician empathy (and the JSPE) has become conceptually estranged from general 
empathy (Sulzer et al. 2016; Preusche and Lamm 2016; Finset and Ømes 2017). A 
principle focus of this estrangement is the formulation of a clinically-situated empa-
thy that is shorn of emotional contagion. Although emotional contagion is viewed 
by classic and contemporary empathy scholars (as discussed earlier) as an essen-
tial, innate ingredient in the empathy experience, emotional contagion is not only 
missing from Hojat et  al.’s physician empathy, but is explicitly rejected. Another 
distancing feature is Hojat and colleagues’ behavioral framing to physician empa-
thy. Classic and contemporary empathy scholars state that although the experience 
of empathy may facilitate helping behaviors such as altruism, compassion, and 
social support, it does not necessitate helping behavior or supportive communica-
tion (Cialdini et al. 1987; Batson 1991; Smith et al. 1989; Decety and Jackson 2004; 
Decety and Moriguchi 2007; Bergman Blix 2019). These empathy scholars consist-
ently state that various intra- and interpersonal, situational, contextual, and motiva-
tional factors and cues will impact if and to what extent the experience of empathy 
might translate into behavior. Yet, this behavioral component is not only assumed 
but consistently marquee within physician empathy.

Despite these clear conceptual dissimilarities, within the medical and medical 
education literature, physician empathy has not only gained scholastic popularity, 
but has also mistakenly become synonymous with empathy in the general sense, 
as the terms are consistently utilized interchangeable within the literature as noted 
above and further exemplified by the shifting of the JSPE to simply the JSE—sug-
gesting and promulgating their (erroneous) synchronicity.

Physician empathy and clinical empathy

Although Hojat et al.’s “physician empathy” is more prominent, the term “clinical 
empathy” (see Halpern 2001, 2003, 2014) is also featured to denote the empathy 
experienced by physicians or medical students with patients and/or the patients’ 
family within contemporary medical and medical education literature. Given their 
synchronous presence in the literature, it is important to briefly outline key concep-
tual similarities and differences.

Halpern’s (2014) model of clinical empathy promotes perception, curiosity, non-
verbal attentiveness, proportional concern for the patient, and self-awareness. It is 
through the development and presentation of these clinician-based qualities that 
invites patients to provide personal and emotional details, which in turn, allows the 
clinician to imagine how the patient’s emotional experience, to resonate nonverbally 
and feel an appropriate level of concern towards the patient (Halpern 2014).
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Unlike Hojat et  al. Halpern explicitly champions the value and role(s) of emo-
tions in empathy and the clinical setting. Yet, and somewhat similar to Hojat et al. 
Halpern (2003, 2014) urges that the clinician not vicariously experience the patient’s 
emotions—that this would be “absurdly demanding”. Rather, according to Halp-
ern, physicians should utilize emotional attunement and, in turn, imagine what the 
patient may be experiencing emotionally. Moreover, despite arguing for the presence 
and value of emotionality in the clinical encounter, for Halpern (2003) the elements 
of clinical empathy are “..special professional skills…distinguished by the use of 
this subjective experiential input for specific, cognitive aims.”

In sum, although presenting nuanced variations, both clinical empathy and phy-
sician empathy, at root, are cognitively-prominent versions of empathy that warn 
against the sharing of emotional states. Although Halpern’s clinical empathy was/
is not completely overshadowed by Hojat’s physician empathy, the availability of a 
concise and valid tool to assess a version of clinically-situated empathy essentially 
establishes physician empathy as the go-to empathy concept-of-choice for empiri-
cal studies—propagating and promoting a cognition-focused and emotion-deficient 
empathy experience in the clinical realm.

The embeddedness of an emotion‑deficient empathy

The prominent presence of physician empathy in medical education research

A recent systematic review of evaluation-based studies of empathy training pro-
grams in medical education (Batt-Rawden et al. 2013) found that 60% of those stud-
ies with validated outcome measures used the JSPE—with the JSPE used in three 
times as many studies as the other empathy scales examined. In another systematic 
review on the conceptualization and assessment of empathy within medical educa-
tion, Sulzer et  al. (2016) show the studies they reviewed featured cognitive, emo-
tional, and/or behavioral framings of empathy, and that 85% of those articles provid-
ing a definition of empathy presented empathy as either in-part or entirely composed 
of cognitive/thinking processes—and with a majority of these utilizing Hojat’s 
definition of physician empathy. Furthermore, whereas cognitive/thinking processes 
were the most prevalent components in those definitions, affective/feeling processes 
were the least prevalent definitional components. According to the authors, roughly 
25% of all definitions of empathy featured a feeling dimension, “..and some quite 
specifically excluded it…”. Furthermore, of the empirical studies in their sample 
(with empirical studies on empathy are outnumbered by commentaries), 41% of the 
studies (majority) employed some version of the JSPE.

Given its central presence within Sulzer et al.’s review, as well as its dominating 
citation count within medical education literature, Hojat et al.’s (2009) The Devil is 
in the Third Year: A Longitudinal Study of Erosion of Empathy in Medical School 
is clearly a landmark work featuring the notion of physician empathy. A quick 
examination of the impact of this specific article via Google Scholar (searches con-
ducted 6/4/20) shows that the article has been cited over 1310 times since its debut 
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in 2009—for simplicity-sake we can say that it has been cited roughly 120 times 
a year. In comparison, conducting the same rudimentary examination of another 
seminal piece in medical education, Hafferty and Franks’ (1994) The Hidden Cur-
riculum, Ethics Teaching, and the Structure of Medical Education, which showcases 
the hidden curriculum concept, has been cited over 1630 times since its 1994 debut 
-roughly 62 times a year, which is almost half as often as the Hojat et al. paper.

Medical and medical education culture as a prime breeding ground for physician 
empathy

Taken together, these data showcase the embeddedness of Hojat et  al.’s emotion-
deficient conceptualization and operationalization of physician empathy within 
medicine and medical education research. Yet beyond the entrenchment within the 
literature, this emotion-deficient version of empathy is also reflective (and/or per-
haps a by-product) of an overarching culture within medicine and medical education 
that problematizes emotions and emotionality (McNaughton 2013). Even Halpern 
(2001, 2003) acknowledges that there is a persistent perspective within medicine 
that emotions are “unscientific” and “interfere with objectivity” despite empirical 
research consistently presenting evidence to the contrary.

This depiction of medicine and medical education as emotion-deficient institu-
tions is perhaps best presented by Dr. Ofri’s (2012) OpEd in the New York Times,

“By now, even the most hard-core, old-school doctors recognize that emotions 
are present in medicine at every level, but the consideration of them rarely 
makes it into medical school curriculums, let alone professional charters. Typi-
cally, feelings are lumped into the catch-all of stress or fatigue, with the unspo-
ken assumption that with enough gumption these irritants can be corralled.”

Within medicine in general, and in clinically-situated empathy-related discourse 
more specifically, there is a consistent depiction of emotions as not only trouble-
some and unruly, but also as mechanisms by which doctors and medical students 
could lose themselves through overt vulnerability (Shapiro 2011). As Preusche and 
Lamm (2016) state, “Another major advantage of emphasis on the cognitive basis 
of empathy for [medical education] is the implication that the physician is in con-
trol of his/her empathy.” In the clinically-situated version of empathy, the physician 
is active, in control of their thoughts (and feelings). Yet, in the general, lay-person 
empathy experience there are involuntary, automatic, even passive, emotion-specific 
processes such as emotional contagion. Although an essential element of the empa-
thy experience within the fields of social-psychology and social-neuroscience, the 
innate, involuntary, automatic phenomenon of emotional contagion is framed as 
dangerous and dysfunctional for physicians and medical students in their clinical 
encounter.
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Why the need for a clinically‑situated empathy like physician empathy?

Recent research has indicated that the empathy experience is the default response/
reaction (i.e. engaged automatically) when witnessing another in distress or nega-
tive affect (McAuliffe et al. 2020). And we know from classic (and contemporary) 
empathy theory, that the experience of empathy requires a degree of openness and 
sensitivity (even vulnerability) to the emotional state of the other. Because of their 
primary responsibilities, physicians, regardless of specialty, continuously observe 
and confront pain and suffering—therefore, consistently empathizing with patient 
after patient is seen as painful toll on psychological and emotional resources, which 
could lead to compassion fatigue, emotional exhaustion, and burnout (Gleichgerrcht 
and Decety 2012; Decety et al. 2010; Hojat et al. 2009). The predominant doctrine 
within medicine has been that because of the exposures to and bombardment of oth-
ers’ negative states, physicians must regulate their other-orientation, own emotional 
experiences, and general sensitivity to patients’ emotions. Relatedly, even the fun-
damental mechanism of connecting with and sharing patients’ emotions (i.e. emo-
tional contagion) is perceived as highly deleterious—which is even stated explicitly 
by Hojat and Halpern (as noted above). Given that the overarching culture of medi-
cine is persistently dismissive of emotions and emotionality, the need to regulate the 
aspects of empathy experience that are specific to emotional sharing and emotional 
contagion creates the utility and necessity of an emotion-deficient clinically-situated 
version empathy.

We have provided the evidence that this clinically-situated version of empathy 
(e.g. Hojat et al.’s physician empathy) is conceptually distinct from general empathy. 
In their introduction of the JSPE, Hojat et al. (2001), show corroboration between 
the JSPE and instruments that measure general empathy (e.g. Davis’s IRI, Mehrabi-
an’s BEES)—suggesting that physician empathy is a sibling to empathy, rather than 
a distant third cousin. Yet, in reference to the IRI and BEES, Hojat et al. state, “It is 
important to note that these instruments have been developed for the general popula-
tion, and none is specific to patient care situations.” Therefore, whereas there may 
be some conceptual overlap, even Hojat et al. suggest there is distinction between 
physician empathy and empathy experienced among the “general population.” With 
this additional operational distinction in mind, we suggest that physician empathy 
and the broader notion of a clinical-situated empathy, is not equitable to the general 
empathy experience, but rather a set of professionally developed (primarily) cog-
nitive and behavioral skills (Gleichgerrcht and Decety 2012; Halpern 2003; Hojat 
2007) that can be explicitly taught and assessed.

Emotional labor and potential consequences of an emotion‑deficient 
clinically‑situated empathy

Larson and Yao (2005), and more recently Vinson and Underman (2020), have 
argued that the practice of a clinically-situated empathy is a form of emotional 
labor in the patient-physician relationship and within medical training. Emotional 
labor is the act(s) of displaying socially desirable emotions in/during interpersonal 
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interactions where a worker (e.g. physician, medical student) is providing service to 
a customer (e.g. patient) (Hochschild 1983). During these interactions, the worker 
may attempt to regulate their emotion states and related emotional displays in order 
to be more in-line with work-appropriate emotional displays in that specific context 
(Wharton 2009). Emotional labor can have significant adverse effects on workers’ 
psychological and emotional resources. In turn, persistent engagement with emo-
tional labor can lend to emotional exhaustion, compassion fatigue, and burnout 
(Brotheridge and Lee 2002; Vinson and Underman 2020). Larson and Yao (2005) 
suggest that in order to meet patients’ expectations of empathic treatment that physi-
cians engage not only in “surface acting” (i.e. “faking” emotional displays by for-
cibly manipulating their face, posture, and/or voice), but also in “deep acting”, or 
changing their perceptions of the situation or altering their emotional focus in order 
to modify their automatic emotional reactions and their subsequent expression. 
Here again we see the promotion of suppressing components of general empathy to 
engage in aspects of the skill-based clinical or physician empathy.

We do not disagree with the assertion that the performance of clinical and physi-
cian empathy are forms of emotional labor. Nor do we disagree that the persistent 
enacting of work-appropriate emotional displays or degrees of surface or deep acting 
deplete psychological and emotional resources. Furthermore, we concur with Vin-
son and Underman’s (2020) underlying assertion that these set of skills associated 
with clinical and physician empathy are products of socialization and professionali-
zation processes and mechanisms nested within medical education. However, we do 
argue that the “performance of clinical empathy as emotional labor” stance actually 
misses the bigger picture, and in fact, a clinically-situated version of empathy, Hojat 
et  al.’s physician empathy in particular, actually promotes an emotion-deficient 
empathy in the clinical encounter. With the emotional labor perspective, it is impor-
tant to remember that the emotions in question are not authentic—they are manufac-
tured and produced to be perceived as empathic by the patient. So, while the effort 
to produce them in order to be perceived as empathic is indeed detrimental (and 
labor intensive), the process of regulation and production that is clinical and phy-
sician empathy may actually necessitate the persistent suppression and suffocation 
of innate and automatic human capacities related to emotional processing, specifi-
cally emotional contagion—which is also labor intensive. Therefore, we argue that 
this potential suppression of emotional contagion, through the exercise of emotion-
deficient clinically-situated empathy, may further exacerbate emotional exhaustion, 
dehumanization, and the catalysts of burnout. In turn, further research is needed to 
explore the potentially detrimental physiological consequences of suppressing emo-
tional contagion.

Furthermore, the substantial emphasis on the behavioral component and acting 
empathetic that is propagated by the clinically-situated version of empathy puts an 
excessive burden on the observer (i.e. doctor or medical student). In this sense, this 
behavioral component is somewhat akin to aspects of the emotional labor and sur-
face and deep acting that coincides with clinically-situated empathy—it is producing 
a behavior, action, sentiment that is perceived as appropriate for the work-based situ-
ation. Doing so is not only forcing (or perhaps requiring) a response, which is con-
trary to general empathy experience, but also converts the doctor-patient encounter 
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into little more than a checklist (as per Riess’ E.M.P.A.T.H.Y. 2018) where medical 
students and physicians risk inauthenticity and actually alienating the patient (Wild 
2020).

We raise this issue to further emphasize the amount of burden the practice and 
preaching of a clinically-situated version empathy like physician empathy can put on 
physicians and medical students—which may, in turn, further deplete psychological, 
emotional, and physical resources. This is not to say that doctors and medical stu-
dents should not explicitly acknowledge the patient, cultivate some degree of report 
with the patient, and show the patient that they understand what they are showing 
and telling them—but according to classic and contemporary general empathy theo-
ries, this is not a necessary step or element of the empathy experience. This manu-
factured behavioral and/or performative element of the clinically-situated empathy is 
again, a skill that can be honed and fine-tuned through experience and professional 
development—but it is not empathy. Taken together, the stakes raised above dem-
onstrate that the embeddedness of an emotion-deficient clinically situated version 
of empathy not only lends to conceptual and operational confusion within the ever-
growing empathy-based research within medical education and healthcare delivery, 
but also clouds what we are actually assessing among our medical students and 
healthcare professionals when it comes to “empathy”. Moreover, and perhaps most 
concerning, the propagation of this version of empathy within evaluation, training, 
and practice may actually be lending to the burnout epidemic among our physician 
workforce, lending to poorer patient satisfaction reports (due to a lack of perceived 
authenticity from providers), and perpetuating an emotionally barren healthcare 
delivery system.

Moving forward

Theoretical and conceptual expansion

Empathy scholars in the medical/clinical realm (e.g. Hojat, Halpern, Riess) consist-
ently attempt to extract the cognitive and the emotional components of empathy, but 
as de Waal (2017) states, “There exists a tendency to treat each aspect separately and 
dwell on the distinction, but in doing so we lose sight of the functionally integrated 
whole.” Focusing on just the cognitive components individually, allows schol-
ars to cherry-pick what aspects fit standard medical culture, values, and practice. 
The “high-jacking” of empathy to fit the overarching agenda of the medical insti-
tution (Macnaughton 2009) diminishes the value of emotions in the doctor-patient 
encounter while touting clinical reason, understanding, and cognitive capacity. Yet, 
the cognitive and emotional components of empathy are not mutually exclusive and 
do not act independently. The presence of physician socio-emotional challenges 
notwithstanding, we suggest that clinical and physician empathy scholars return to 
the conceptualization of general empathy that includes emotional contagion. Given 
the extensive detail, encompassing conceptualization, theoretical development, and 
practical evidence, we strongly encourage the utilization of de Waal’s Russian Doll 
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Model of empathy (de Waal 2008, 2012; de Waal and Preston 2017). The Russian 
Doll Model presents empathy as a multidimensional, multi-layered concept and 
experience. The inner core consists of state-matching, motor mimicry, and emo-
tional contagion (what de Waal and others refer to as the perception–action mech-
anism (PAM)). Built around this hard-wired foundation/core are the outer layers/
shells of the doll that consist of empathic concern and targeting helping. The outer-
most layers represent cognitive and emotional complex processes of perspective-
taking capacities, self-other distinction, and emotional regulation, but are still funda-
mentally connected to the PAM core layer.

The Russian Doll model protects the cognitive processes touted by physician 
empathy, while also spotlighting and integrating the emotional components and 
explicitly featuring the innate phenomenon of emotional contagion. While spotlight-
ing specific theoretical models may overly simplify complicated and intricate pro-
cesses and mechanisms, we draw attention to the Russian Doll model here merely 
to propose a small initial step away from the prevailing and culturally situated fram-
ing of emotion-deficient empathy. In short, we are not introducing the Russian Doll 
model as a final solution, nor are we suggesting consensus over its facticity, but 
rather spotlighting this inclusive model as a first step in a new direction. Utilizing 
this encompassing theoretical perspective to discuss, research, and teach empathy 
reunites doctors and medical students with the human experience of empathy, and 
unshackles doctors and medical students from the need to experience (and express) a 
different type of empathy. It may have the potential to reinvigorate humanism within 
the medical institution, and promotes authenticity, vulnerability, and connectivity 
while sustaining the value of cognitive processes, understanding, reasoning, and 
intellect.

Prominent voices in the medical field continue to sound the alarm regarding 
individual- and structural-level causal factors of burnout, emotional exhaustion, 
and compassion fatigue among the clinician workforce. Yet, if medical education 
and practice consistently negate the value of feeling with and interpersonal socio-
emotional connectivity, and persistently marquee an emotional-deficient version 
of empathy through research and teaching—then the system is indeed perfectly 
designed to get the results it gets. Rather, promoting an experience of empathy that 
acknowledges the social phenomenon of emotional contagion as natural and human 
not only explicitly and implicitly gives permission to medical students and profes-
sionals to feel with, but also pushes back on the requirement of stifling this experi-
ence and acting on labor-intensive counterfeit emotions as touted through the phy-
sician empathy concept. This would be a fruitful arena for future interdisciplinary 
research.

Rethinking the conceptualization and operationalization of a clinical skill set

Given the conflation and conceptual blurring detailed above, we strongly suggest 
that medicine and medical education scholars not use the term “empathy” when 
referring to the clinically-situated, emotionally-deficient, primarily cognitive set of 
interpersonal communicative and behavioral skills (devoid of emotional contagion) 
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that represent physician and clinical empathy. Instead, we recommend using terms/
phrases such as Clinical Connectivity, Bedside Behavior, or Clinical Encounter 
Engagement. These are mere rudimentary, off-the-cuff suggestions—the point being 
that because “physician empathy” and “clinical empathy” are not empathy and there 
should be clear conceptual distinction in future research.

Moreover, medicine and medical education scholars could work within the Rus-
sian Doll model of empathy while still discussing the skill set associated with a what 
has become known as a clinically-situated version empathy. In the context of assess-
ment, we are not advocating for the abolishment of Hojat et al.’s physician empathy 
or the JSPE (or its various offspring). Rather, we suggest that scholars working with 
the clinical and physician empathy concepts be consistent and explicit with their 
messaging—that they are measuring a clinical skill set that is related to/associated 
with, but distinct from general empathy.

As with all research, utilizing a multimethod approach to examine attributes, per-
ceptions, and traits is best-practice, and therefore we encourage future researchers to 
not only employ other empathy scales alongside the JSPE (e.g. IRI, BEES) but also 
to engage particular qualitative methods (e.g. observation, interview, focus groups, 
etc.) if and when feasible in order to better capture the entirety experience of empa-
thy among the sample. Taken a step further, broader ideological and philosophical 
approaches should be taken to exploring individuals’ experience of empathy. Veen 
et al. (2020) recently suggested that fuzzy concepts that reflect private experiences 
(i.e. “beetles in boxes”) such as empathy, are not only impossible to measure but 
also impossible to demonstrate. Yet, research consistently shows that “empathic” 
providers positively affect patient health outcomes and the healthcare industry’s 
bottom line (Decety 2020). Therefore, rather than throw the baby out with the bath 
water (i.e. not measure or teach empathy), we should gain a better understanding of 
the social experience of empathy among current and future physicians through more 
interpretivist- and constructionist-oriented approaches to project design, data gather-
ing, analysis, and presentation by engaging with participatory action research and 
phenomenology. Currently, the abundant use of the JSPE promotes a standardiza-
tion of the experience of empathy, one that is devoid of emotion, that may produce 
“empathy zombies” as Veen et al. would suggest. Exploring the experience of empa-
thy, in any situation, encounter, or interaction, from the perspective of the experi-
encer is essential to advancing empathy theory—and this requires more qualitative 
methods such a as interviews, photo-voice, and narrative inquiry, among others.

Teaching empathy

Recently, there has been an increase in empathy training programs within medical 
schools (Stepien and Baernstein 2006; Shapiro 2012; Fragkos and Crampton 2020). 
As we note above, in a recent systematic review of evaluation-based studies of empa-
thy training programs in medical education (Batt-Rawden et al. 2013), 60% of those 
that studies that utilized validated outcome measures used the JSPE, with the JSPE 
used in three times as many studies as the other empathy scales examined. This sug-
gests that much like Sulzer et al. (2016) show that the physician empathy concept 
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is embedded in medical education research, Batt-Rawden et al. show that the JSPE 
(which measures physician empathy specifically) may be somewhat embedded in 
the empathy training programs within medical education—specifically as it relates 
to the foundational empathy concept the program was structured around as well 
as measuring the student-based outcomes of these programs. Yet, as Costa-Drolon 
et  al. (2020) state, empathy-related content can be embedded in various arenas of 
medical education such as humanities, ethics, narrative medicine, theatre-based, or 
even theoretical courses and programs, and a thorough and detailed evaluation of 
where and how empathy is “taught”, and/or what type of empathy (i.e. clinically-
situated empathy or general empathy) is “taught” has yet to be conducted. Moreover, 
Costa-Drolon et al. (2020, p. 6) argue, “The teaching of empathy remains a major 
unresolved issue, specifically how to teach empathy to medical students in order 
to ensure empathy in future physicians’ practice.” Clearly, this would be a fruitful 
arena for future interdisciplinary research.

From a humanism-in-medicine perspective, we suggest allowing students to 
“turn into the skid”—embracing emotional contagion as an innate and foundational 
element of the empathy experience—and work with students and practitioners to 
hone various empathy muscles to consistently willingly engage in authentic empa-
thy without becoming overwhelmed by others’ emotional states. One such program 
is the Interprofessional Training in Empathy, Affect, and Mindfulness (I-TEAM) 
(Michalec et al. 2021). Grounded in the more inclusive models of empathy and tout-
ing the value of emotional contagion in clinical (and day-to-day) encounters, the 
I-TEAM Program teaches health professions students emotional state recognition, 
emotional attunement, accuracy and regulation, self and other awareness, mental 
flexibility, observation and presence, and listening skills (among others) through 
shared experiences, empathy workouts, reflection, and mindfulness-based practices.. 
Rather than focus on empathy as a checklist to complete or a behavior to enact, 
the I-TEAM program focusing on re-introducing health profession students to the 
social experience of empathy, celebrating the innate power of emotional contagion 
(i.e. recognizing it and working with it rather than dismissing and stifling it), and 
honing their own emotional and cognitive processing capacities to develop what the 
program leaders refer to as empathic resilience—an ability to experience authen-
tic empathy without becoming overwhelmed or overburdened by others’ emotions. 
Although primarily aims of the I-TEAM program are to enhance students’ under-
standing and perceptions of other health professions (i.e. cultivate interprofessional-
ism), the pilot program showed significantly positive improvements in empathy and 
students expressed learning more about empathy as an experience, the social theo-
retical underpinnings of empathy, and that they could enhance their empathic ability 
with practices and exercises learned through the program. Given its novelty, it is 
essential to explore the longitudinal impact of the I-TEAM program (especially as 
it relates to the focus on emotional contagion) on students’ and health professionals’ 
patient engagement as well as their socio-emotional wellbeing. However, we feature 
the I-TEAM program here to simply note that teaching empathy that is inclusive 
and promotive of emotional contagion is not only possible within health professions 
education but can also have positive outcomes for students.
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Taken together, we argue that instituting (through research, practice, and instruc-
tion) a broader theoretical, conceptual, and operational approach to empathy within 
medical education and medical practice that includes key cognitive and emotional 
aspects—notably emotional contagion—may unlock key elements of authentic 
interprofessional connectivity that have been suppressed and stifled, and in turn 
may positivity negate deleterious practices and conditions that facilitate burnout and 
emotional exhaustion. By focusing more explicitly on the experience of empathy 
rather than the prominent emotionally-deficient model of clinically-situated empa-
thy, we can potentially reinvigorate the humanistic foundations of patient care, doc-
tor-patient interactions, and what it means to be a healer.

Conclusion

In this paper we showcased the conceptual differences between empathy in the gen-
eral sense and the clinically-situated model of empathy. In doing so, we highlighted 
the innate, involuntary nature of emotional contagion nested within general empa-
thy. We also discussed the embeddedness of Hojat et  al.’s physician empathy and 
how the overarching culture and practices of medicine that problematize emotions 
and vulnerabilities propagate and sustains this emotion-deficient version of empa-
thy within clinical practice and medical education. We also provided possible con-
sequences to this apparent embeddedness that relate to the burnout and emotional 
exhaustion epidemic rampant among physicians (and medical students). Alterna-
tively, we argue that employing a more encompassing social theoretical perspective 
of empathy that includes emotional contagion such as the Russian Doll Model, and 
utilizing the tenets of this model to not only practicing consistent and direct concep-
tualization and operationalization in research and commentary, as well as scaffold-
ing for developing future empathy training programs, may facilitate (inter)personal 
skills, resilience building, and well-being among providers and students.
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